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Prerequisites 

There are no prerequisites for this course 

Description of the Course 

The objective of the course is to familiarize you with basic principles of branding in a global context, 

by recognizing that a well-managed brand can be a valuable asset for the company. 

At the end of the course, you will be able to: (a) analyse how brand elements and its identity system 

can be used to build a strong brand; (b) identify the brand equity dimensions and how to potentialize 

each one; (c) understand different profiles of consumers and how they get connected (or not) with 

global brands; (d) understand how local x global brands can take advantages of their internationality. 

We’ll adopt active learning methodology, which means that you’re responsible for your own learning 

process. So, bring your perceptions about global brands, bring your examples as consumers, bring 

real cases to classes. But most of all, bring your energy and willingness for healthy debates! 

Dialogued lectures and group discussions will do the rest! 

On the last day, we’ll conclude with the presentations of your group projects.  

Course Components 

The evaluation (final grade) will be based on both your in-class participation and group presentation. 

Thus, your participation is highly encouraged in every class! And the groups' presentation will take 

place at the last class. Your group will have 15 minutes to present a brand project (presentation must 

be in English, using PowerPoint or similar). Since it is an opportunity of sharing experiences, it is still 

part of the learning process! 

Preparation for and Participation in Class 

In the previous weeks (and also during the course week), think about the brands that you had contact 

with (global or not), the brands that you enjoy, or even hate! Pick 2-3 brands and do some research 

about each one of them: when and where it was launched, what are the brands it competes with, in 

which countries it is available, who is its target consumer, etc. Take notes! 

Course Outline 

Class 1: Branding fundaments 

• Brand elements 

• Local, regional, international, and global brands 

Class 2: Brand identity 

• Essential and expanded identity 



• Value proposition 

• Brand positioning x brand image 

Class 3: Brand equity 

• Consumer-based perspective and Aaker’s model 

• Brand as an asset (brand valuation) 

Class 4: Global consumer 

• Migration, cultural changes, consumption globalization 

• The acculturation perspective X The social identity perspective 

• The perception of brand globalness  

Class 5: Groups presentation 
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Important Note: 

The above outline is tentative and can be modified. This outline is only designed to give students 

an idea of the topics and the rate at which they will be covered. Some of the above topics will be 

covered in greater detail than others. The relative importance of each topic will be indicated in 

class. 

 


